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Abst rac t - -Some consequences of energy identity are discussed, on assumption that there exists 
a neighborhood of Sb of radius v/ where the total energy is a minimum. For fluid phase transition 
the neighborhood where the rest state Sb results in isolated minimum for internal energy has finite 
radius r that will restrict to zero as basic density Pb approaches a critical value p.. Nonlinear 
asymptotic stability for barotropic viscous fluids is proved by use of free work identity which enables 
us to provide a stronger generalized energy inequality. The stability theorem is proved in a class of 
regular unsteady flows which are supposed to exist. Nonlinear instability for fluid phase change with 
zero external forces is proved. The goal is reached assuming by absurdum that p is stable in L °¢ 
norm. © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Non l incar  stability, Compressible fluids, Nonlinear instability, Direct methods, Para- 
bolic-hyperbolic equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The tradit ional  Lyapunov direct method furnishes sufficient condit ions ensur ing nonl inear stabil- 
i ty of a basic flow; however, it does not  work equal ly well for nonl inear instabil ity. Actually, the 
instabi l i ty condit ions are derived by studying instabi l i ty condit ions for the l inearized equations. 
This  l inear instabi l i ty cr i ter ion has two drawbacks: first it assumes impl ic i t ly  the val idity of a 
l inearizat ion principle, proven only in some part icular cases; it does not  furnish the safest condi- 
t ions for physical instabi l i ty [1-6], which means that  for character ist ic  parameters  less than the 
l inear stabi l i ty bound the mot ion may still be nonl inear ly unstable.  Here, we wish to propose 
a direct method  to study instabi l i ty which is derived direct ly from the nonl inear equations.  To  
achieve this goal we introduce the free work identity and we apply it, in an appropr iate  way, 
to study nonl inear asymptot ic  stabi l i ty and instabi l i ty of the rest state for compressible fluids 
(coupled hyperbol ic-parabol ic  systems). Using the free work identity, we prove the following two 
results: 
(i) the parabol ic  part  drives the t ime behavior of per turbat ions  for stable systems; 
(ii) the elastic part  furnishes an a lgor i thm for nonl inear instabil ity. 
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We wish to stress that the free work identity provides an algorithm to construct new a priori 
estimates that are certainly of primary importance in proving existence theorems. 
As known, equations for compressible, barotropic viscous fluids are written as follows: 
dp 
- "pV .v ,  
dt 
dv 
p-~- = V.  T + pf, 
(1.1) 
where p and v denote density and velocity of a particle in the volume ~ at time t. Also, f is the 
external body force, and we set 
T = -p I  d- AV. v I  + 2#D(v), 1 (Vv + VvT), D(v) = 
with A, # viscosity coefficients. We consider adherence condition on a fixed rigid boundary and 
the initial conditions on density and velocity fields, 
v(x,t) la~ = o; v(x ,o)  = vo(x); 
p(x, o) = po(x), f~ po = M. 
Under conservative xternal forces, f = VU, system (1.1) admits the rest state Sb as a steady 
solution, 
Vp(pb) = pbVU;  (1.2) 
in the sequel we analyze stability properties of flow Sb. 
The weak formulation is deduced by multiplying (1.1) by the test function ~ and integrating 
over ~. 
p--~ .qodx-- V.T .  ~pdc+ p~TU-~dx. (1.3) 
Relation (1.3), in particular, furnishes a balance between powers, called kinetic energy identity. 
Notice that in case Sb is a local minimum for the energy, a nonlinear stability result is easily 
obtained, by fixing in (1.2) T = v, and obtaining the energy identity. Actually, the kinetic energy 
identity for compressible fluids, see (1.3), implies a control on the L 2 norms of perturbations to 
velocity and density fields, respectively. 
By phase transition we mean a barotropic fluid with a pressure not always monotonically 
increasing in the density. Pressure decreasing with density is experimentally computed for ideal 
gas at critical temperature. 
The aim of the note is twofold: 
(i) To prove asymptotic decay [2], when: the rest state Sb is a local isolated minimum for 
total energy. 
(ii) To prove nonlinear instability when: the rest state Sb is a local isolated maximum for total 
energy. 
Notice that the instability theorem does not hold if Sb is  not a minimum for the total energy, 
that is, in the complementary set where stability is ensured, only in a smaller set, we leave as an 
open problem. 
The paper can be divided in three parts: in Section 2, we analyze some consequences of energy 
identity, assuming that there exists a neighborhood of Sb of radius ~? where the total energy is 
a minimum. In particular, we deduce control in the L 2 norm of perturbations v, a whenever 
the L 2 norms of initial data v0, a0 are less than 77. If we consider phase transition, then the 
neighborhood where Sb results in an isolated minimum for internal energy has finite radius r. 
More precisely, r will restrict to zero as Pb approaches the value p. such that ~IP* = 0. As Pb 
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becomes closer to p,, stability holds under condition of smallness on initial data g < r, hence 
also 6 tends to zero, and we lose the control of perturbations before the critical point for Sb. 
In Section 3, we prove nonlinear asymptotic stability for barotropic viscous fluids with potential 
external forces. Proof is achieved by use of the free work identity which enables us to provide a 
stronger generalized energy inequality. It is worth noticing that our stability theorem is proved 
in a class of regular unsteady flows which are supposed to exist. Regularity hypotheses are 
done mainly on the density where existence of its L °° norm and of its infimum is assumed. For 
particular fluids, as isentropic gases with politropy index greater than two, it is possible to avoid 
hypothesis on the infimum of density. 
In Section 4, we prove nonlinear instability for phase change fluids with zero external forces. 
Proof is achieved by contradiction. Precisely, we assume that the basic flow Sb is stable and then 
we reach absurdum. Also in this case, we must remark that the absurdum stability hypothesis 
is done in a class of unsteady flows very regularly. In particular, we remark that we assume that 
the density is stable in L °~ norm. Related papers are [7-10]. 
2.  CONSEQUENCES OF  ENERGY IDENTITY  
To prove the kinetic energy theorem, we need to introduce a thermodynamical potential, the 
enthalpy 
f o p(s) d~ ¢(p) = s 2 • 
The kinetic energy identity appears to play the key role in both stability and instability prob- 
lems. Precisely, taking ~ = v in (1.3), after integration by parts we obtain 
d d-~ /a ( lpv2+p(¢-U) )  dx=-7)(v), 
in case of conservative forces f = -VU.  Furthermore, 
(2.1) 
~(v) = ,uliD(v)ll 2 + (A + ~)I IV '  vii 2, 
where II.H denotes the L 2 norm in ~. Hence, (2.1) reduces to the balance of total energy 
_d 
In particular, if Sb is a equilibrium configuration, the total energy is constant in time, and we 
deduce 
~ (p~ + [p¢(p) -- pb~b(pb)] --o'U) dx 
(2.3) 
= (Po  + [Po¢(po) - Pb (Pb)] -ooU) fo' (v)ds, 
where o = p - pb. Let 2"r(pb) be the neighborhood of Pb, in which pb results in a isolated 
minimum for the total energy. We prove that, under regularity assumptions on unsteady flow, 
equation (2.3) furnishes information on L 2 norm of perturbations corresponding to initial data 
with density in 2"a(pb), ~ < r. 
To this end, we begin by considering the equations governing rest state (1.2) that can be 
rewritten as follows: 
10p(p) pb Vpb = VU, (2.4) 
Pb Op 
and since 
10p(p) 0 2 
p ap - ap ~ (pC) 
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we also deduce 
that is, 
(~2 
(pC) p~ vpb = vu, 
v (~(p)  - = o .  
Let us construct a function ~ satisfying the conditions 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
V .~ = 0, (2.7) 
~{on = O. 
This is possible since the compatibility condition on a to have zero mean value is satisfied. Let us 
multiply (2.6) by a function ~ satisfying (2.7), and integrate over ft. After integration by parts 
we obtain 
Therefore using Taylor expansion, for p. suitably chosen in the neighborhood 2,-(pb), we derive 
~ (p[¢(p) - U] - pb[~l'(pb) -- U]) dx 
0 +1 02 
=~ ~(P¢) ohdx. 
P. 
(2.9) 
Finally, going back to the energy identity we deduce 
+ff--~2(P¢)p dx 02 a2}dx  - t . -~povo -hY (pc) p. fo ~(vlds. (2.1o) 
Thus the integral at the left-hand side of (2.10), say E, furnishes the L 2 norm of perturbations 
02 once p and ~ (p~p) have positive lower bound in the neighborhood where Pb is a minimum. In 
the sequel, it becomes useful to use the notations 
(92 
inf (pC) = m, x, t C ~ × (0, oo). 
X,t 
REMARK. For one-phase fluids, it results that the neighborhood where Pb is isolated minimum 
for energy has radius r = 0% which implies stability for any initial data, provided there is a 
global existence theorem for the system of equations governing the motion. 
In phase transition, e.g., in isothermal case, we may be interested in subcritical temperatures 
and hence we may assume p E CI(R), 
p'(p) > 0, p c ( -~ ,~)u  (Z,~); 
(2.11) 
p'(p) < o, p E (a, ~). 
Regions with p E (a, t3) correspond to liquid-vapor phase region, respectively. The peculiarity 
of this phenomenon is that at each point Pb = const is local minimum for entalphy p~2(P), 
oa~p(P~b)lpb = P'(Pb)/Pb > 0, however the radius r of Z,.(pb) shrinks to zero as Pb --* a, and as 
Pb ~ t3 as well. 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC  DECAY 
In this part, we prove the exponential decay to zero of the norm of all perturbations (L2 in 
the ~, W~ in ~) for viscous fluids. The result will be achieved by using a variational approach. 
THEOREM: ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY. Assume the second-order derivative of the enthalpy pC(p) 
is strictly positive in a neighborhood of Sb, then the equilibrium position S b is asymptotically 
stable. 
We have already derived the energy (kinetic and total) equation (2.1) that provides adissipative 
(spatially, temporally) term for v. To find a temporally dissipative term for the perturbation a 
in density we use the weak formulation (1.3) that for ~ suitably chosen will furnish the free work 
identity. Precisely, T is chosen as a solution of the following boundary value problem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let be given the fields (v,a), with f~adx  = O, and let at = --~7(pv) C L2(0, cx3; 
L2(fl)). Then, there exists a vector field ~ E L°°(0, cc; W~'2(f~)) with ~t E L°°(0, c~;n2(fl)), 
solution of the fo110wing problem: 
v .  (p~) = ~, in ~,, (3.1) 
~(z, t) = O, z ~ Off. 
Moreover, there exist two constants cl, c2 depending on Pb, P, ~, and on ~, respectively, such 
that the following estimates hold true: 
II~,N < clWvll, (3.2) 
I[V~l[ ~ c211all, 
where I].l[ denotes the L 2 norm. 
We begin by reminding that f = VU = (1 /pb)XTP(pb) .  Therefore, since 
02 10p 
0p2 (Pc(P)) = ~ 0p 
with p = Pb + a, it holds 
-(vp(p),~) + (pvu,~) = - (~vp,~)  + (~vp(pb),~) 
0 2 
= - ( ~p2 (P%b(p)PV P, T) ) + (-ff~p2 (P~b(P) ) pb PV Pb' ~)  
) = pC(p)) ,a 2 , 
(3.3) 
where in the last identity we have used Lagrange mean value theorem, and/5 is a point between 
p and Pb, and (,) denotes the scalar product in L 2. Hence, it results 
d 02 
dt (pv'q°) + /~ ~p2 (pc(P)) a2 dx 
= [-(pv, V*) - (pv. V~, v) + #(D(v), V~) + (A +/~)(V • v, V.  ~)]. 
(3.4) 
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We add (3.4) multiplied by a constant ~/to (2.1), and obtain 
with 
dTY 
- tc + f (v ,  a), 
dt 
7{ = P-~ + PC(P) - Pb¢(Pb)] dx - -  "7(pv, ~) , 
S(v,  a) = "7 {-(pv, ~t) - (pv- V~, v) + #(D(v), V~) + (A + #)(V- v, V.  V)}. 
(3.5) 
The expression 
02 P ]C = T)(t) + "7 ~p2 (PC(P)) as dx 
represents he (temporally) dissipative term. 
The following inequalities hold true: 
(pv,~) ~ elivlll l~ll, 
~(v,o-) ~ ~llvltll~ll. 
The functional 7{ is positive definite for 7 small, furthermore, still for 7 sufficiently small, and 
for regular bounded flows, the right-hand side of (3.5) can be absorbed into ]C. Let us define 
i {~-~}"  m=mn , 
this exists and it is positive for 3' sufficiently small. Hence we get 
dg  
- -  < -mT- / .  (3 .6 )  
dt - 
Furthermore, the functional 7-I is positive definite. By using Gronwall's lemma in equation (3.6), 
we infer that, for suitable initial data, and for regular bounded perturbations, the functional 7-/ 
is exponentially decaying [3]. 
4. INSTABIL ITY  FOR COMPRESSIBLE  
FLU IDS IN  A PHASE CHANGE 
In this section we prove a nonlinear instability theorem, when the external force f = 0. 
To write the instability theorem we again need to use, as thermodynamical potential, the 
enthalpy 
¢(p) = - j "  p(s) ds S2 
In this case, the instability assumption may be written as follows. 
HYPOTHESIS OF INSTABILITY (HI). 
(i) There exist more than one equilibrium configuration, that is the condition p(p) = c, when c 
is fixed, is satisfied by several va]ues of p, say pi, i = 1, . . . ,  N. 
(ii) In at ]east one equilibrium configuration, say Pl, there it holds 
02p¢oP2 pl < O. 
In this case, we shall prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM: INSTABILITY. Assume the s cond-order derivative ofthe enthalpy ¢(p) satisfies Prop- 
erty (HI), then the equilibrium position $1, at PI, is unstable. 
As it will appear clear from the proof, the instability hypothesis can be weakened; however, 
we consider it for the sake of simplicity. 
Assume, by absurdmn, that the motion is stable in W 3,2 norm; this allows us to choose initial 
data v0, a0 so small that v, a are less than an arbitrarily small constant e for all times t, in the 
norms W a,2, W2, 2, respectively. First we remark that the conservation of total energy holds for 
the motion v, a in form (2.1). We give a proof of nonlinear instability Theorem 2 by absurdum, 
cf. also [1]. Precisely, after integration by parts, we get the equivalent of (2.1) with zero external 
forces 
d 
d-t ~ (~ pv2 + p¢(p)) dx = -D. (4.1) 
We obtain again d/ (x 21 1) 
d-t ~pv + -~ OP ~ Ip. a2 dx = -D(v), (4.2) 
02¢ = 2 may be negative. We but now the total energy may be of indefinite sign, because ~ o. -a ,  
use (1.3) to deduce more information than the pure energy identity. In this case, the procedure 
will be slightly different. We denote by Pl the constant equilibrium density such that E(pl) is 
an isolated local maximum. 
Let us choose the test function ~o as that constructed in Lemma 2.1. Substituting this function 
into (1.3) we obtain the free work identity for compressible fluids 
d--i pv .  ~o dx  = (p (p)  - p(pl))V. ~dz  
[#Vv" V~P + (A + #)V" vV'qa] dc + fapv. [~tt + v. V~] dc. 
(4.3) 
The first term at the right-hand side of (4.3) is the most important one because it has a definite 
sign. Actually, reminding the definition of enthalpy, it results in 
(p(p)-p(pl))V.~dx= P ~  pl + ° (a2) 
and, by the instability hypothesis, 
dx, 
- /a  (p(p)-p(pl))V'~dx= fn [a2a2 + ° (a2)] dx, 
with 
Hence, subtracting (4.2) from (4.3) multiplied by -3', with 3  `positive constant, we deduce 
We set 
ld~ ~a~~ ~/ t , ,~  -pv~-2~pv.~+o(~) ]  dx=V+~ a~dx 
+3' [#Vv-Vg~+(A+tt )V .vV .~]dc_7  pv. --~+v.V~ dc. 
z(t) = ~ [£; ,,~ - pv ~ _ 27p,, -~ + o (,,~)] d:~ _< 2 (maxa ~) 1loll ~, 
(4.4) 
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and notice that for 7 small enough results in 
D + 7 / a2a2 dx + ~/  [l~Vv " ~ + (A'{- #)V  " vV  " ~] dc 
-7  pv .  ~-[ + v . V~ dc > min []at[ 2 >_ cz(t). 
(4.5) 
Finally (4.4) becomes 
which implies 
d  z(t) > cz(t), 
z(t) > z(O)e 
This relation yields a contradiction if z(0) > 0, that is always possible! Our instability proof 
does not provide any information on the growth of perturbations. We have only proved that 
there exists a continuum set of initial data, whose amplitude 5 goes to zero, for the perturbation 
cannot be controlled for all time, whatever small is 5. 
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